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ABSTRACT

The simultaneous distribution of two liquids in te spray resulting from the impingement of

a pair of liquid streams has been determined experimentally. The relative effectiveness of the mixing

process was evaluated by a mixing factor that is dependertt on the variation in local mixture ratio.

The correlation of this mixing factor with injector parameters shows the relativc importance of

stream momenta and effective impingement area on the spray configuration. The application of the

data to rocket injector design is outlined.

I. INTRODUCTION

Th. operation of a ro'"ket motor io dependent on the chemical reaction of a propellant or

propellant combination to liberate heat and energy that may in tutrn be utilized to produce thrust. The

basic tenets thus stipulated are not difficult to attain under conditions where the time available for

rea.tion is very long, the degree of utilization of the available energy is unimportant, and the

efficiency of the reaction can be ignored. However, many practical complications arise when it

becomes necessary to optimize the performance of a device that is intended to transform energy

states at tremendous rates in an orderly and controlled manner ao as to produce consi3tently pre-

dictable results.

Most of these complications are due to restrictions (1) on the physical size of- combustion

chamber with consequent limitations in gas residence time and/or reaction time and (2), in the case

of liquid-propellant motors, on prereaction phenomena. Therefore, for the case of the monopropellant

system, primary emphasis must be placed on heat transferred from the reacting gases to continuously

injected liquids. It is certain that a minimum quantity of heat transfer is required in order to sustain

the reaction of an otherwise stable compound. Since this energy is not actually lost in the over-all

system, it is reasonable to conclude that heat transferred in addition to the minimum requirement

will accelerate reaction rates, thereby increasing energy release for a given chamber volume and

hence tending to optimize the over-all configuration. Thus it would appear possible to approach an

optimum monopropellant injection system by increasing the heat transfer from gas to liquid by all

possible methods, for instance, by increasing propellant atomization and producing a uniform mass

distribution across the injection surface.

In biliquid systems, as for the monopropellant case, it mast be assumed that the heat transfer _

from the gas to the liquid is an important prereaction requirement and that an optimum configuration

can be approached in a similar manner. This requirement must be particularly important for those

propellants that are nonhypergolic at normal injection temperatures since they require (as does a

monopropellaat) a certain minimum quantity of heat transfer in order to initiate the reaction. For

Page 1
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hypergolic propellants this minimum heat transfer can be nomewbat less since it is necessary to

supply only enough heat to the injected liquids to prevent quenching by the unmixed propellants.

In any case, an optimum value will undoubtedly be approached for the condition of maximum heat

transfer; if it is assumed that the energy feedback is in direct proportion to the total energy

released, it makes no difference whether the. mechanism be radiation, conduction, convection, or

wave propagation so long as the i.ltimate reaction is optimized.

Biliquid rocket systems introduce additional complications since they require a configuration

that Will produce a certain degree of mixing of the propellants prior to reaction and within the confines

of the combustion chamber (Cf. Ref. 1). The actual mixing may take place in a number of different

ways; it will, in most conceivable cases, be the cumulative result of the processes of liquid-phase

mixing, vaporization, diffusion, and gatous turbulence due to the expansion of combustion. The

physical diffaroacco in wout iujuctir desgn a might ha -.aced to the fact that primery emphasis . I I
placed on one of these contributing factors. However, in an optimum configuration it is required that

each contributing factor be utilized to the limit where overemphasis actually degrades the over-all

mixing process. Behind this last statement lies the implicit assumption than an optimum reaction

predicates intimate physical mixing on a molecular scale and in the proper proportions for a stoichio-

metric and/or optimum rtaction. In the ideal case this condition would exist immediately after injection

and prior to reaction; the reaction time (or more appropriately the mixing time) would approach a
minimum, and combustion volume could be reduced to a minimum (or optimum) size. By thus defining

the prerequisites of an optimum reaction, the primary function of a biliquid rocket-motor injector has

been stated, at least in part.

Evaluation of the mixing process as performed by a biliquid injector must stem from consider-

ation of the spatial distribution attained simultaneously by two liquids an well as of the scale and
size of the controlling particle. Strictly from the standpoint of the injector, the spatial-distribution

configuration has very little significance since it can be assumed that, if necessary for the production
of an optimum motor, it would be possible to construct a combustion chamber having any required

geometry. On the practical side, however, it would be convenient to be able to control the spatial

distribmtic= so as to optimize injection into the more convenient combustion-chamber shapes. Thus

for optimum injectiont it is required only that the spatial distribution of the two liquids be identical

so as to provide each unit space of the prereaction region with a predetermined optimum mixture ratio.

The optimum scale of mixing undoubtedly occurs on a molecular basis, both for liquid and for

gaseous states, but it is doubtful that such a fine scale of mixing is ever attained in any real case

prior to combustion. Rather, it might be visualized that macro-scale mixing consisting of a dual

distribution of discrete particles in the liquid phase is followed in time by selective vaporization - -

of one component to produce one liquid propellant dispersed ir the gas phase of the second component

and then ultimately by the two propellants being further mixed, dispersed, and reacted in the gas phase.

iY" Thoug' the cnmplications of the reaction process, subsequent gas turbulence, heat transfer, etc. are
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many and varied, they cannot alter the basic concept of the over-all process.

The configuration just described might be attained by separate injection of two liquids into

he same region, but it is inconceivable that the uniformity or scale of mixing thus attained coul d

ever exceed that which should be possible by mixing in the liquid phase prior to distributing the

liquid- (in a similar and equally efficient manner) to the combustion zone. The scale of mixing thus

attained should prevail throughout the prereaction zone and therehy complement the prnneiRes1 of

evaporation, diffusion, and turbulence.

The possibility that the liquids might be immiscible suggests that the dual distribution just

referred to might actually be attained. On the other hand, it is more likely that a fairly fine emulsion
would be formed f the energy available were properly utilized. Even though the mixture thus formed

.wan.otcota..e enough t- he clacsed as a true emulsion, it is doubtful that ansy deleterious effets-

could be observed because of the very short lifetimes required. If it is then assumed that such dis-

persions could he formed, it could be expected (Cf. Ref. 2), that the emulsion scale would be small

relative to particle size (of the order of 0.2 to 50 microns as compared with some 200 to 400 microns

as the approximate mean diameter of an impinging stream spray) and that subsequent processes of

reaction and evaporation follow essentially the same pattern as that taken by miscible liquids. It is

interesting to note the possibility of increasing the emulsification and hence liquid-phase mixing

of immiscible liquids by the simple expedient of adding a suitable wetting agent.

Qualitative experimental evidence has shown that the degree of mixing attained with biliquid

injectors has a considerable effect upon rocket-motor performance (Cf. Refs. 3 and 4). A similar

conclusion results from any logical analysis of the requirements for optimum reaction. The reasoning

of this discussion and the assumption that the prereaction mixing could contribute the major portion of

the over-all process led to an investigation which was concerned with the evaluation of liquid-phase

mixing and the determination of the influence of the controlling parameters.

The physical arrangement of the various injection schemes that have been utilized for rocket-

motor injection has near-infinite variety, but iu almost all cases the basic element is a more or Icon
simple orifice. In biliquid injection one of the most popular schemes for obtaining mixing and for
controlling distribution consists of two or more streams impinging at a common point. The relative

simplicity in design and constr-ction of such injectors, together with positive control of propellant

mass-flow rate, accounts for the general acceptance of this basic design. The probability that

information on impinging-stream injectors would benefit a majority of interested people and the

necessity for some restriction on the scope of the experimental program resulted in this investigation

of the liquid-phase mixing of a single pair of impinging streams.

Page 3.
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II. ANALYSIS OF PROBLEM

A direct determination of the liquid-phase mixing attained by actual propellant combinations

might be possible if steps were taken to prevent a reaction. lowever, the ever-present possibility of

explosion, together with the difficulty in handling liquids such as nitric acid and liquid oxygen,

suggests the alternative of simulating propellants with more suitable liquids and extending the

investigation to include the effeccs of the physical properties of liquids. This method also has the

advantage of increasing flexibility and scope of data obtained. It is possible that data related to

liquid-phase mixing could be obtained by sampling and analyzing the reaction products in a motor

chamber, but at best this procedure would result in an indir -ct correlation.

Experimental determination of the spray characteristics that may be used to evaluate

liqpaid-phase mixing, i.e., variation in local mixture ratio and the variation in mass distribution

within the spray, may best be accomplished by some direct sampling technique. In order to keep

the sampling area small relative to the spray cross section, such methods always imply the necessity

for discrete sampling at a great number of points with the associated cumbersome quantities of data

t be reduced. Unfortunately there can be no experimental alternative until it Las ben .Proved that

simpler methods are applicable.

The sample itself can be made to measure the variation in mass distribution within the spray

by controlling sampling time, but it is also necessary to devise a method of determining the mass

ratio of one liquid to the other. The use of liquids of different physical properties presents a great

numbr of possibilities, but the two simplest schemes involved the use of (1) immiscible liquids of

different densities and (2) the same liquid or miscible liquids for both streams but with one component

dyed. Direct measuremenat of two volumes provides the necessary information in the first method, and

a calibrated photometer provides the required numbers in the second system. Although both techniqaes

were used, the first method was chosen for most of these tests since it was considerably faster and

allowed the near duplication of the physical properties-of the acid-aniline propellant system with the

substitution of carbon tetrachloride and water as the sprayed liquids. It is interesting to note that

nitric acid and aniline are also believed to be immiscible. As mentioned in Section I, the immiscibility

of the sprayed liquids should not affect the results obtained as long as the local sampling area is

made large relative to spray particle size; for most practical airangements this condition is unavoidable.

When a simulation method is used, some consideration must be given to the possible effects of

a reaction that would in actual practice be sustained at a point near the stream impingement. The

actual location and stability of the so-called reaction front and the influence and/or necessity of

vaporization'and heat transfer are still unknown, but several factors can be considered. First, it is

certain that a biliquid reaction cannot occur until some mixing has taken place. Second, the spray

A. formed by a pair of impinging streamm c'nsi@P of porticles traveling radially frm a near point
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source at the impingement point. Since the rate of increase of the spray volume with distance is

quite !iich (with a subsequent decrense in liquid concentration per unit of spray volume), the

probability of secondary collision beyond the impingement point becomes quite low. Third, the

probability of secondary collisions of particles in the proper proportion for efficient combuston

must be very small. Thus it would appear that such liquid-phase mixing as is obtained must be

completed within a very short distance (and therefore short time interval) from the point of

impingement. Even though the liquids are hypergolic and the chamber temperature, pressure, and

heat transfer are quite high, it ia conceivable that these effects on the initial mixing process are

quite small. Therefore, if by experiment it is possible to determine an effect on liquid-phase

mixing of nonreanting liquids with varying dynamic characteristics of the free streams, it is

reasonable to assume that similar effects must occur in a rocket motor. This prmise is, in fact,

the basis for the experimental study herein deascribed.

Aside from the physical properties of the sprayed liquids, the choice of parameters to be

investigated was the result of an elementary analysis of the dynamics involved in the impingement

of liquid streams. The geometry of the system was defined as shown in Figure 1. Thus the computed

resultant momcnetm line wan taken as the spray center line and coincided with the verticol center

line of the spray-sampling device. Hence the horizontal component of momentum of each of the two

streams was always set equal. Consideration of such a system led to the hypothesis of several

requirements for optimum mixing that may be summarized as follows:

1. The specific surface of impact, i.e., impingement surface area per unit mass

rate of liquids, must approach a maximum in order to attain maximum con-

version of the convergent energy vector into turbulence and mixing. For the

case of impinging streams of circular cross section with which this study is

concerned, it is required that the stream diameters be equal;* that is,

/1/A2 - (D1/D 2 ) 2 _ 1.0.

2. In case two small particles, one from each stream traveling a collision

course, are followed through the point of impact, it is seen that the ideal

situation would exist when an inelastic collision occurred to form a single

particle of optimum mixture ratio and if the particle were to leave the impact

surface so as to produce a minimum disturbance to adjacent particles. It is

readily seen that this condition is attained only when the momenta of the

two particles are equal, Lee., when the resultant path of the particles follows

the line of the bisection of the stream center line. Under any other condition

the high momentum stream will cause excessive reflection of the low momen-

tum stream with subsequent "splitting" or "rolling over" of the low momen-

*The nomenclature used in this report is Kiven in Table 1.
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turn stream, thus preventing proper mixing. Hence MI1M 2 - 1.0 is an
optimum condition.

3. In the original hypothesis it was reasoned that the impact-induced turbulence

(and therefore the turbulent mixing) should increase and approach a maximum

as the impingement angle increased from zero and approached 1800. However,

experimental data indicated that a parameter akin to contact time had con-

siderable influence and was also proportional to the impingement angle.

Thus the over-all effect was not as simple as supposed (Cf. Section VIII).

Therefore impingement angle in itself must be considered important from a

mixing standpoint in addition to its marked effect on spatial distribution.

4. Even though each of the first three criteria is fixed at some optimum value,

it is conceivable that the varying of stream velocities may influence some-

what the degree of mixing attained. (This condition is possible if it is assumed

that choice of propellant combinations allows variation in liquid density and

mass rates in an otherwise fixed configuration.) Assuming that some sort of

interface exists, the velocity differential would create turbulent eddies to
promote the mixing of the two liquids. However, the scale and magnitude of

such turbulence may be negligibly small compared with initial stream turbu-

lence and that produced at impact. On the other hand, it is reasonable to

assume that the kinetic energy available in the form of turbulence and for

the production of turbulence at such an interface may influence the over-all

mixing. Thus the energy level of the streams as well as energy available for

mixing may be influential parameters.

5. Of more cursory interest were the dimensional quantities of impingement length

and orifice area. Except as orifice area might influence Reynolds number and

therefore stream turbulence and as impingement length might be affected by

fabrication tolerances and jet directional stability, there was no basis for

expecting these factors in themselves to have any influence in mixing.

These several parameters were considered most important and were investigated expcri,i...~ally

to determine their effect on liquid-phase mixing. Because of the near-infinite number of physical

arrangements of injector components that are feasible, a pair of streams of circular cross section was

used to obtain the bulk of the data. However, there is evidence to indicate that trends established for

circular streams are directly applicable to other stream cross sections and that it may be possible to

extend general conclusions to combinations of three or more orifices.

Page 6
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II. APPARATUS

The equipment used for this investigation consisted of three basic components, i.e., an

impinging jet assembly, a spray collector, and a spray booth with its associated spray shutter,

controls, and photographic installations.

The impinging-jet assembly as shown in Figure 2 was constructed to provide means of

varying the impingement angle and impingement length (or distance), controlling the resultant

momentum line of the spray, and allr ving installation of various orifice pairs in a nearly identical

installation. The barrels for mounting the various orifices were designed for the maximum practical
contraction ratio in an attempt to minimize the influence of flow conditions upstream from the orifice,

Provisions were also made for the installation of baffls and screens to obtain additional turbulence

damping. The orifice mounting is a screw-insert type using metal-to-metal seal so that within fabri-

cation tolerances the orifice entry plane coincides with the internal surface of the barrel.

The impingement angle was controlled by driving the individual barrels along a fixed quadrant

with a rack and pinion. The barrels were locked in their mounting blocks with lock nuts which pro-

vided both the adjustment for impingement length and the necessary adjustment for stream alignment.

'Ais arrangement also allowed the rotation of one complete orifice-barrel assembly (and therefore

stream) relative to the other stream. Pressuice measurements were made within the barrel but upstream

from the last turbulence-damping screen, thus providing suitable information since the screen pro-

duced a negligible pressure drop even with maximum flow through the largest orifices investigated.

The details of this barrel assembly as used to obtain the bulk of the data are shown in Figure 3.

Four collectors were designed for use in determining the spatial distribution and in evaluating

the local mixture ratios within a spray. The only difference& between the collectors were in size and

arrangement; thus provision was made to obtain samples within the same spherical segment but at

different radial distances, i.e., 2, 3, 4, and 6 inches. The object, of course, was to determine any

possihle effects due to sampling distance. However, it was believed that this information must have

little significance for any system wherein the spray particles emanate from a near point source.
Since fabrication costs were fairly high, only one collector of the set was constructed. Two views

of this collector used for obtaining samples on the spherical surface having a 6-inch radius are

shown in Figure 4.

The assembly consists of four radial banks of tubes equally spaced around the spray axis

intercepting a maximum cone angle of 1000. The tubes are made from precision-bore glass tubing

having an inride diameter of 0.1700±0.0002 inch and are positioned 0.250 inch center to center.

For purposes of identification, each radial arm was assigned a letter, i.e., A, B, C, or D; and

each tbe was given a number starting with 1 for the tube next to the center tube and continuing

in succession to the outermost tube. The center tube was given the identification zero. The metal
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tubes located on the sampling-surface tips have entrance angles adjusted to intercept that portion

of an ideal spray included in a segment having a base area equal to the cross-sectional area of the

vertical tubes. An ideal spray in this case refers to a spray in which all the particles travel radially

from a point source. In most configurations this condition may he assumed since the effects of

extraneous air currents and gravity may be considered to be negligible. One end of each tube is

sealed at a common referenc e plane; thus the height of the column collected per unit time interval
is directly proportional to the local mass rate at the sampling surface. Since the collector was
constructed in three pieces (Cf. Fig. 4), two photographs of each sample provide the histograms

of the spatial distribution attained on four radii about the spray axis. By taking additional samples

with different relative collector positions, a complete survey of a spray cross section may be obtained.

Furthermore, if two immiscible liquids are used as the sprayed liquids, or if provision is made to

evaluate some common property of miscible liquids, such samples provide the information required for
the determination of the variation in local mixture ratios attained in a hilicuid system - typ ' crica

of samples obtained with carbon tetrachloride and water for six different collector positions is presented

in Figure 5.

The spray booth shown in Figure 6 provides a reasonably quiescent chamber within which the

collector may be exposed to the spray for a controlled time interval. An exhaust system maintains a

continuous downdraft within the booth so as to minimize the toxic dangers involved in spraying such

liquids as CCI 4 . This system also aids in maintaining a relatively mist-free field when sprays are

photographed. The air velocities within the booth are of the order of 0.3 ft/sec and therefore have a

negligible effect on spray configurations.

The collector exposure time is determined by the controlled speed of a rotating slot that is

driven by a constant-speed motor through a variable-speed transmission. The slot itself is an annulus

bounded by two radial lines and is cut into a disk that is perpendicular to the spray axis and intercepts

the spray approximately 0.5 inch below the impingement point. The edge of the slot contains provision

for diverting liquid into the drain trough in order to provide sharp spray cutoff and minimize dripping of

liquid from the disk surface. Exposure times down to about 0.5 second are obtained by manual control

of the drive-motor switch. (Note that this procedure does not define the accuracy of exposure times

since the shutter accelerates to full speed in about a quarter revolution). Although the data reported

herein were obtained with manual'shutter control, it is possible to obtain exposure times as lore an

0.05 second with the addition of a secondary shutter. This device consists of a three-position

shutter that is driven in synchronism with the pr-mary shutter so as to obtain 100 per cent liquid

diversion in position A, zero diversion in position B, and 100 per cent diversion in position C. By

driving the secondary shutter through this sequence of positions on three successive revolutions of

the primary shutter, the collector is exposed to a single pass of the slot rolating at a preset speed.

Two complete and separate nitrogen-pressurized, liquid-supply systenw provided individual

control of each stream and sources for different liquids. One system included a temperature bath and
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provision for mixing liquids prior to transfer to the pressure system. A sump for collecting sprayed

liquids for possible reuse was also an integral part of the system.

Two photographs of each collected sample were obtained to provide a permanent film record

and to facilitate the reduction of the data. For this purpose the spray booth was equipped with an

integral illumination system that could also be used as a light source or background for photographing

sprays. The camera used for all still aiad flash photographs was a 4x5-inch Speed Graphic.

High-speed flash photographs of streams and sprays were obtained with a 1.0-microsec flash

unit using GE FT-27 flash tubes. The high-speed motion pictures were taken with a Fastax camera

using photospot illumination.

IVa ORIFICE INSERTS AND STREAM CHARACTERIS TICS

In the initial phases of this investigation it was realized that the results obtained and parti-

cularly the usefulness of the data were irevocably dependent upon prior knowledge of the dynamic

characteristics of free streams. It is imperative that the important characteristics of such streams be

defined and controlled to the extent that they may be predicted. Appreciation of the magnitude of this

problem deepened considerably as the program progressed.

Most of the previous investigations on jets and free streams have been primarily concerned

with the characteristics which determine a good fire-fighting stream, i.e., "throw" of the stream and

nozzle-discharge coefficients. Freeman (Cf. Ref. 5) conducted an extremely comprehensive investigation

of this problem to which some information was added at a later date by Blair (Cf. Ref. 6). A similex

study was also conducted by Howe and Posey (Cf. Ref. 7), who extended the measurements by eval-

uating the dispersion of the stream as a function of distance using a sampling technique. However,

with the exception of orne set of data reported by Freeman to show the velocity profile which was

attained by the jet produced by a particular nozzle at its exit, none of these investigators e(aluated

frree-stream characteristics as such.

The criteria to be used in defining a suitable stream were in part arrived at on a strictly

arbitrary basis and were in part evolved on the basis of indirect experimental evidence. The arbitrary

requirements may be summarized as follows:

1. The jet diameter should be equal to the orifice diameter and should retain this

same average dimension in the free stream for distances that are Idige relative

to orifice diameter or impingement distance; i.e., the maximum tolerable spread

angle is of the order of minutes.

2. The jet must be stable. In particular, it must be directionally stable so that
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direction of flow does not change with time; also it must be continuous in

the sense that mass rate is neither intermittent nor variable with time.
A -1L .... . . . . tL _ _ _ * *

AUd~rcucc u nc se conditions precludes the presence of separation and/or

cavitation within the orifice itself.

A less obvious but even more important requirement for a good free stream involves the speci-

fication of the free-stream velocity profile. Although the controlling parameter could be momentum

rather than velocity, the information available does not warrant a distinction. In any case, the two

factors have dynamic similarity for any given system if it is assumed that the stream is a continuous

medium. Since the concept of the free-stream velocity profile was attained through a strictly empirical

approach, and since the method of evaluation is at best an indirect one based upon hypothesis, some

benefit may be gained through a discussion of the chronological development of the orifice design that.

apparently produced streams having symmetrical and similar free-stream velocity profiles.

Using the data of Rouse and Hassan (Cf. Ref. 8) to obtain monotonic entries and the unpublished

results of an investigation on orifice characteristics,* streams that were apparently stable were obtained

with the short, smooth-bore orifices specified for orifices 2A, 9A, and 9B of Table II. In order to provide

monotonic entries over a range of diameters from 0.040 to 0.125 inch with a minimum amount of tooling

and yet conform to a maximurm insert diameter of 0.312 inch (limited by the design requirements of the

barrel assembly), elliptical contours were provided for the larger sizes. The contour was the same for

sizes from 0.052 to 0.125 inch and was based on a 0.125-inch diameter with a/r - 4.0 and bir = 1.0.

For orifices having 0.040- through 0.0785-inch diameters, a 0.1.8-inch radial entry was adequate. In all
cases the diameters were held to standard reamer tolerances, and the contours to the usual ground tool

surface, i.e., with surface irregularities of approximately ±0.001 inch. The comparatively short straight
orifice lengths used for all orifice sizes from A through D were 'the results of an attempt to obtain stable

streams with high discharge coefficients and minimum physical size. The first indication that these

specifications were not adequate became apparent when it was found that the spatial distribution attained

by the spray which was formed by a pair of impinging streams produced by such orifices was not symmet-

rical or reproducible and would not retain similarity for orifice Reynold& numbers of 20,000 and larger.

There is no analytical basis for the requirement that the spray cross section be symmetrical; on

the other hand, if the components of the system have geometrical symmetry and are dynamically. balanced,
it is difficult to perceive how nonsymmetry could be a logical consequence of the impingement process.

In fact, since the radial-velocity components of the spray particles are the result of arandom multiple-

particle collision within the impingement zone, the dispersion attained Should follow a statistical pattern

and more specifically a near-normal distribution pattern. Thus the mass distribution of the spray as
evaluated by the sample obtained should approach a true Gaussian distribution. Fortunately experimental

evidence has served to confirm this line of reasoning.

•This work was carried out at this Laboratory by Glen W. Maxwell during 1950 and 1951.
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The orifices as first designed ware apparently adequate from the standpoint of stream sta-

bility, at least in so far as it was possible to distinguish a stable stream from an unstable one by

visual and/or photographic method . Thus the strcamis were in essence d.recetionaily stable and were

circular in cross section with a maximum spread angle of about 51 even though nonaiderable flare

was exhibited at or near the orifice exit. Preliminary sampling indicated that a random and low-frequency

inconsistency produced spatial distributions that could not be duplicated. Figure 7 shows three samples

obtained w'th the same set of orifices using water as the test liquid. Views A and B illustrate the

extreme variation of ten samples obtained with identical operating conditions, whereas view C is

typical of the marked variations obtained as the jet velocities increased. Though some change in spatial

distribution might be expected vith increasing jet velocity, the curve should at least retain a character-

istic shape. Close examination of the streams in the transition region near the orifice exit showed that

the striations formed at the end of the transparent stream varied in time and position around the circum-

ference of the stream and perhaps indicated a less obvious type of instability. On the basis of the work

done by Maxwell, it was believcd that such instabilities could be attributed to the presence of large-scale

turbulence and/or cross velocities at the orifice entrance. Thus the baffle and the turbulence-reducing

screen shown in Figure 3 were added to the barrel assembly. With this configuration it was found that

excellent duplication could be maintained. (It was also necessary to have the barrel assembly completely

air-free at all times.) Figure 8 shows two photographs of different samples taken at the same cross

section of a water-water spray and represents the extreme variation obtained in six successive samples.

In most cases, if one of the photographs were superimposed on the other, the appropriate menisci would

almost coincide. The excellent duplication thus shown was also obtained at the higher jet velocities,

hut the characteristic curve of spatial distribution changed appreciably with jet velocity.

Attempts to rationalize this apparent anomaly led to the hypothesis that nonuniform velocity

profiles can occur in free streams. If it is assumed for the moment that such velocity profiles can exist,

it must also be concluded that free-stream velocity profiles may be either nonsymmetrical or nonsimilar

or both. It is immediately apparent that impingement of two such streams will probably result in a

nonuniform momentum exchange and hence in nonsymmetrical, distorted, and inconsistent spatial distri-

bution of the resultant spray. The impingement of such streams may be analogous to the impingement of

idealized streams having different diameters, different momenta, and/or varying degrees of misalignment.

If it is also assumed thal. nonsymmetry of the velocity profile attained in the free stream is

primarily a function of the physical configuration of the orifice-barrel assembly and that the profile is

stable with time as indictei by the consistency of successive samples, it should be possible to observe

a consistent change in mass distribution as one'complete orifice-barrel assembly is rotated about its

axis. Under these conditions the degree of departure from a symmetrical curve should at least pass

through a minimum as the optimum impingement position is approached. This optimum curve will also

be affected by the similarity of velocity profiles of the two streams as well as by the relative position

of the profile maxima with respect to the geometry of the sampling system.
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The effect of the distorted velocity profiles is graphically illustrated in Figure 9. As just

indicated, these samples were obtained under nearly identical operating conditions with the

exception that one complete bafrel assembly was rotated about its axis and the other remained fixed.

Since these curves were reproducible, it was concluded that stah, nr.Gnasymmetrical velocity pxofilen

do exist and that the distortion obtained is directly associated with the orifice-barrel assembly. It

was also possible to conclude that the variation in spatial distribution as determined by these

sampling methods is a vcry scnitive ulthough indirect method of evaluating free-stream velocity

profiles.

Early attempts to attain uniform and symmetrical velocitj profiles by the more obvious

method of eliminating surface roughness and upstream discontinuities were quite disappointing.

In fact, after the orifice surface was carefully lapped and polished, and the orifice-barrel junction

was contoured, the stream became violently unstable and the cross section markedly noncircular.

In an effort to ex-plain such an unreasoiible reaction, it in neccnary to rce-xamine the flo-J conditions
actually existing in the orifice inlet and the orifice section and, with considerably less sureness, with-

in the free stream itself.

The classical concept of flow conditions (Cf. Refs. 9 through 12) within the transition section

of a smooth entry of a pipe pictures a near-uniform velocity profile immediately after acceleration with

an extremely thin laminar boundary at the tube wa!l. If it is assumed that the energy loss through the

transition is negligible, the mean and local velocities at this cross section are identical and equal to

the theoretical velocity j 2gAP/ , where AP/8 is the change in static head. If the contraction

section is succeeded by an appreciable tube length, retardation takes place at the walls, and a lami-

nar boundary layer begins to form. Continuity of mass transfer requires that the decrease in velocity

near the wall be accompanied by an increase in velocity at the center. This requirement in turn

predicates mass transport toward the center of the tube with an accompanying radial-pressure

gradient. If the process is allowed to continue for an appreciable distance (some 300 to 400 pipe

diameters) at Reynolds numbers below the critical value, the flow configuration becomes stable,

and the radial-pressure gradients practically disappear. For the case where the flow is incipiently

turbulent, i.e., with Reynolds number considerably in excess of thte critical value, the laminar flow
in the boundary becomes unstable before this condition is reached, further boundary-layer growth

taking place in accordance with the principles of turbulent boundary layers. A stable velocity profile
with negligible radial-pressure gradients will be attained after some 50 diameters, the flow being

turbulent except for a thin laminar sublayer along the walls.

Rouse (Cf. Ref. 10) discusses the effect of surface roughness upon the final and stable

velocity profile, and Shapiro and Smith (Cf. Ref. 13) illustrate the effect of a single surface discon- -
tinuity on friction coefficients, but little information is available regarding the promotion of turbulence -

due to surface rougbness or discontinuities. Although it is generally presumed that the transition

from lauminar flow to turbulent flow follows an axially symmetrical pattern, it is extremely doubtful
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that n ich a condition is attained in a practical case. It is more likely that the local imperfections

on the surface produce nonsymmatrical transitions and therefore nonsymmetrical velocity prnfiles
within the transition section. As such irregularities are reduced in number and frequency by lapping

and polishing, it actually becomes possible to accentuate the nonsymmetry. This fact may serve to

explain in part the apparent anomaly mentioned.

If the configuration of the usual rocket injector orifice is now considered to be limited to

L'/D ratios of the order of 3 to 10 and is required to operate at Reynolds numbers well into the

turbulent regime, it is seen that the transition from laminar to turbulent flow is barely initiated at

the time the jet leaves the confines of the orifice walls. The combined effects of radial-pressure

gradients, elimination of wall drag, and nonuniform turbulence initiation suffice to produce streams

having unpredictable dynamic characteristics as well as a considerable amount of breakup and

dispersion.

In the light of this discussion there are two obvious approaches to a solution of the practical

problem. First, it appears possible to produce suitable streams with very short contoured orifices or

sharp-edged orifices which essentially eliminate the possibility of transition. Unfortunately the stream

stability is highly susceptible to very slight fluctuations in upstream conditions, and therefore such

streams are ansuitable for the practical case (Cf. Refs. 14 through 16). Second, if orifice lengths were

increased to provide L'/D of 50 or more, it should be possible to produce adequate streams. Again

practical limitations impose serious difficulties though not as serious as when the first method is

used. The alternative that proved most fruitful resulted from an attempt to obtain a fully generated

turbulent velocity profile in the free stream within the available 4 to 6 diameters of orifice straight

section by introducing a uniformly rough surface that would accelerate the transition *o turbulent

flow. For this purpose a No. 0-80 tap was run through a pair of orifices of 0.052-inch diameter to

produce a surface-roughuess factor of about 6.5 (ratio of radial height of roughness to minimum

orifice radius).

The improvement thus obtained in both stability and consistency of spatial distribution was

remarkable, but subsequent sampling showed variations amounting to approximately 10 per cent of

local mass rate as the relative position of stream impingement varied. Although thip improvement

represented several orders of magnitude, it was believed that the influence of variations in stream

characteristics should be eliminated in so far as possible. Thus a new series of orifices was fabri-

cated in which the straight section of the orifice was increased to about 20 diameters (Cf. Table II)

in order to provide additional time for smoothing of the velocity profiles prior to the orifice exit.

Two orifices having 0.052-inch diameter were tapped 0.37 inch (24 turns of a No. 0-80 tap) from

the entry end and then reamed and retapped to assure a clean edge to the partial thread. Samples I
were obtained with water over a range of Reynolds numbers and for a number of impingement con-

figurations to yield the distribution curves shown in Figures 10 and 11. In Figure 10 the Reynolds

number varies from 18,000 to 53,000; though some distortion is apparent at the higher values, the
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same basic characteristics are retained throughout this range. The curves shown in Figure 11, when

compared with those of Figure 9, show considerable improvement; thougah perfectiofn w- not a', ,aio,

it was decided that the characteristics of the streams thus produced and evaluated were suitable for

the investigation of the liquid-phase mixing of a pair of impinging streams.

The effect of surface roughening on the visual characteristics of free streams is graphically

illustrated in Figure 12. The photographs were taken with a 1-microsec flash. View A shows the

streams produced by two 0.052-inch diameter orifices fabricated to the same specifications but without

surface roughening. View B shows the jets produced by the same orifices operating at the same pressure

drop after the inlet end had been tapped a distance of 0.312 inch to produce a surface having a roughness

factor of 6.5.

It is interesting to note that the glassy section of the stream appended to the orifice exit in view

A of Figure 12, which might be associated with the lainalr boundary layer, completely disappears whon

surface roughen ing is introduced. Perhaps even more startling is the fact that the degree of jet breakup

attained with the turbulent stream is markedly less than is poduced by smooth-walled orifices. Although

a velocity differential (therefore a slight change in air drag) exists because of a nominal 10 per cent

decrease in the discharge coefficient of the tapped orifice, it hardly accounts for the illustrated

differences.

High-speed flash photographs of sprays produced by fully turbulent streams reveal only minor

differences when compared with sprays produced with incipiently turbulent streams. Views A and B of

Figure 13 show the ruinor and major axes, respectively, of a spray produced by water streams from two

orifices (10G-T and 1OH-T) without any specific turbulence-inducing devices operating aL a preosure

drop of 100 psi. Figure 14 presents photographs obtained under conditions similar to those of Figure 13

except that the orifices had been tapped to promote fully turbulent streanmo. It in fairly obvious that

some change in distribution is obtained, and it might even be stated that the waves visible in view A

of Figure 13 have been nearly eliminated. This latter statement is open to argument depending upon an

individual interpretation, but it indicates that stream characteristics could have considerable influence

on the fluctuations of a spray such as those observed by Heidman and Humphrey (Cf. Ref. 17).

Time did not allow a comprehensive ifvestigation of the influence of orifice configuration on

stream characteristics, and though few or no quantitative data were obtained, some of the more

pertinent experimental findings may be summarized as follows:

1. Turbulence.inducing devices tend to promote directional stability, reduce effects

of upstream disturbances, and promote symmetry of the velocity profile.

2. Excessive surface roughness can produce a considerable anount of flare without

appreciable effect on the other strenm characteristics (baaed on one test with

a roughness factor of 3.5).
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3. Thread forths are only one type of roughnonn that may be used, and it was

indicated from tests on one series of orifices that a single concentric surface

discontinuity would be adequate if it could be made sufficiently uniform.

4. Minimum values of L 1/D and of surface roughness required to produce symmetrical

velocity profiles have not been determined but probably are less than the values

used in these experiments.

5. In general, the discharge coefficient may be expected to be reduced approxi.mately

in proportion to the length of the turbulence-inducing section and to the over-all

orifice length.

6. Many of the common difficulties of stream misalignment due to fabrication are
nonexistent for blly turbulent, symmetrical, and stable streams. The significance

of this statement in respect to its practical applications cannot be overemphasized.

7. A stable, controlled velocity profile is prerequisite to predictable mass distribution

in the spray resulting from a pair of impinging streams.

V. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Each spray condition was evaluated by compiling the data from a number of different samples so

that the flow rate for the entire spray cross section was taken into account. The same end result could be

obtained either (1) by rotating the collector about its axis so that the sample in each tube was considered

to represent the local flow rate within the section of an annulus or (2) by moving the collector in such a

manner that the entrance of one bank of tubes fell on successive great circles having a common diameter

which was perpendicular to the plane of the stream center lines and which passed through the impingement
point. Although the latter method produces more complete information with a smaller area correction, the

relatively large number of samples requlrod and the increased complexity of the collector mounting led to

the use of the former technique. The mixing factor of one set of data using the rectangular sampling method

is included in Table III, and it is seen that there is no significant difference between that value and one

obtained by the polar method as used in all the other sampling. The angle 0 was defined as the angle of

rotation of the collector about its axis from an arbitrarily defined refernce position; 0 - 0' was taken

for the collector position wherein the B-L) axis was in the plane of the stream center lines. (The A-C
axis was aligned along the major axis of spray having an elliptical cross section.) The orifice represented

by subscript 1 was always placed on the same side of the spray as the B arm of the collector when

0 . 00. (Similarly subscript 2 represents the orifice positioned on the same side of the spray as the D arm

of the collector.)

For purposes of evaluating a given spray condition, six samples were obtained for collector
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positions of 0 - 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, and 750, the rotation being clockwise as viewed from the impinge-

ment point. Thus, if a spray were symmetrical in cross section and had a cone angle of 100', it would

be possible to sample over 600 individual points. In practice such a spray is rare, and for these

experiments it was found that the total number of points actually sampled seldom exceeded 350.

Two 4x5-inch photographs of the sample were obtained, each containing a single continuous

bank of collector tubes, i.e., two radial arms of the collector. Thus a series of six samples produced

the data shown in Figure 5.

Although the quantity of fluid obtained in each tube is directly proportional to the local mass

rate, the use of polar sampling requires that each tube represent a different total mass rate which is

equal to the mass of the sample actually collected multiplied by an area correction factor C defined

as the ratio of the area represented by the sample A. to the tube area A,; i.e., C - As/A,. In the case

of the center tube the same sample is obtained six times, and some overlan is encountered in the first

tubes of each radial arm. Thus the correction factors are less than 1.0 for these tubes. The sampling

area was taken as that portion of the area of a line which has a dihedral angle of 150 and its axis

coincident with the spray axis and which is hounded by the intersection of two cylindrical surfaces

having their axes coincident with the spray axis. The radius of the central cylinder is equal to 0.125

inch, and successive cylinders have radii increasing in 0.250-inch increments. The area correction

factors obtained in this fashion are itemized in Table IV. It may be noted that the correction factor

becomes quite large near the peripher; of the spray, tending to amplify the errors involved in measuring

relatively small column heights. However, the gross effect was usually quite small since compensation

was obtained by weighting the data on the basis of the percentage of the total flow rate represented by

any one sample,

Stream alignment was attained under flow conditions in two steps. First, each stream was

positioned with its vertical center line coinciding with the center line of the collector; thus the stream

continued to lie in the plane of the collector tubes (for 0 - OP) as the barrel assembly was moved along

its track. Second, a minor adjustment was made of the barrel mounting asembly so that the spray formed

by impingement was symmetrical about the plane of the stream center lines. This adjustment was accom-

plished with sufficient accuracy by visual observation of the spray from above the imringement point.

The sample was obtained by exposing the collector to the spray with one or more passes of the

shutter. A comparison of samples obtained with various numbers of exposures indicated that there was

no significant shutter effect. Under certain conditions a small quantity of spillover appeared in the

collector but normally was easily recognized as such and thus could be ignored.

Between samples the collector was thoroughly washed, rinsed in a detergent solution, and

allowed to Jrnin for at ieast 5 mirutes. With this procedure the tendency foi the tubes to trap air

during the filling process was eliminated, and yet no measurable residue was retained on the tube

walls.
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A reference pressure drop of 100 psi was arbitrarily chosen as a reasonable value for

establishing a level of operation, and most of the data are relative to this value. For example, as

momentum ratio was varied from 0f4 through 1.67, the pressure drop acrops one .rifica was always

maintained F!! 100 psi. Although any one of a number of other criteria could have been established

(such as constant total flow rate, a fixed mass rate for one orifice, etc.), fixing the pressure drop

was convenient since for any given configuration the momentum ratio is directly proportional to the

pressure-drop ratio.

Two photographs were obtained of each sample to produce histograms of the mass distribution

attained along two great circles. The individual column heights thus obtained were proportional to the

local mass rate, and in the case of immiscible liquids a dual distribution was obtained that could be

used to evaluate local mixture ratios. The negatives were projectedonto a ruled grid at original size

in order to evaluate the column heights. Calibrated metal rods used to determine thp accuracy of this

technique showed that readings greater than 1.0 inch were in error by less than 1 per cent and that

smaller values could be determined within ±0.010 inch.

Vi. SPRAYED FLUIDS

The bulk of the data was obtained with the two immiscible liquids, carbon tetrachloride and
water. The CCI4 was 99.9 per cent pure, and water was city tap water with a small quantity of water-

soluble nigrosine (0,015% by weight) added in order to provide contrast for photographing and analyzing

the samples.

In one series of samples kerosene was substituted for the CC14 as a one-point check on the

effect of liquid density. The effect of miscibility was determined using water and dyed water (Cf. Section

VIII-C).

The numerical values of physical properties of the liquids used throughout these experiments are

presonted in Table V. In no case was any correction for temperature or pressure. applied since such

changes were small and would have a negligible effect on the results obtained.

t

7 VII. EVALUATION OF SAMPLES

In the course of the experiments nearly 600 samples were obtained as a means of evaluating 100

different test conditions. On the average each sample repreanted data at some 50 different points in the

spray; thus the local mass rate and local mixture ratio were evaluated for record approximately 30,000

times. It is obvious that the presentation of such data by direct plotting would render them incomprehensible

and that the usefulness and possibility for correlation of the. information are dependent upon a simplified
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mtthod of evaluation.

A. Mass Distribution

The mass distribution attained in a spray has significance only in association with a parti-

cular geometrical configuration. In most practical cases, predetermined design specifications have
considerable bearitg on the imporaue of thoso spray criteria. For example, it might be required to

produce a uniform mass distribution at some particular cross section of a rocket motor having a

triangular-section combustion chamber. Such a configuration (or any other for that matter) could

conceivably be attained with a single injector but more likely would be approximated with multiple

units in one of an infinite number of ways. Thus the possibility of defining an optimum distribution

pattern for a single spray for all uses is excluded. In one sense, at least, this is a fortunate situation

since it permits the variations in mass distribution to be ignored as injector operating conditions vary.

It is necessary to presume only that a combustion chamber could be conceived which would provide

a required over-all mass distribution with the spray configuration required for optimum mixing (Cf.

Section I). Thus no attempt has been made to assign a quantitative value to mass distribution in itself

although certain qualitative correlations of distribution as a function of injector-stream dynamics appear

permissible (Cf. Section VIII-A).

B. Variation of Local Mixture Ratio

If it is assumed that the ideal spray is one in which the local mixture ratio is constant and equal

to the input mixture ratio, then any actual spray may be compared with the ideal case by noting the

departure of the local mixture ratio from the nominal value at a. number of different points within the

spray. If the number of points examined is sufficient to accotlnt for the entire spray volume, it is possible

to determine an average value of this difference that is indicative of the degree of mixing attained in the

spray. Thus

y.=O' (R-r)

The simple avraga Y js obtained in this maennr is inadequate in several respects. Firot, aince

the local mixture ratio may take values ranging from zero to infinity, Y has w as one limit even though it

may be due to the influence of a single value of local mixture ratio that represents an insignificant portion
of the total spray. Second, each sampling point has an equal influence regardless of the proportion of the

total spray represented. Third, the absolute value of R can have considerable influence on the magnitude

of the summation. These disadvantages may he eliminated as follows;

1. By redefining mixture ratio as a weight fraction of one component to the total.

(In order to be consistent with common practice, the simvlated oxidizer appears
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s the kuneuerator.)

2. By weighting the mixture-ratio difference on the basis of the fraction of the

total sample represz.nted.

3. By using the ratio of the mixture-ratio difference to the nominal mixture ratio.

Thus a more suitable evaluation is obtained if

Y' has limits of zero and 1.0; however, since r may be either larger or smaller than R and

thereby may have either positive or negative values, Y' is more or less self-compensating and further-

more is dependent upon the actual value of R when R , 0.50. Both of these characteristics may be

eliminated if two terms are used and if it is assumed that the departure of the local mixture ratio

toward either limit has similar effect on over-all performance when the mixture-ratio difference repre-

sents an equal percentage of the total increment. Thus, if R has a value of 0.8, a value of r = 0.6 is

equivalent to r - 0.85 even though one increment is four times the other. These revisions to the

equation for YT produce the following result:

Y- W )C- - nCU
Y'. W c R-1

Y" is a value representing the departure of the spray from a nominal value; if it is subtracted

from 1.0, however, the criterion becomes a measure of the percentage of the spray that can be considered

to attain the nominal mixture ratio. In a slightly different conception this value can represent the proximity

of the entire spray to the optimum configuration. Converting also to a scale from zero to 100,

I' f[Cw (R-r) n. ~E. - 100 1 - 0. 0w(-)

-L WR (R- 1)

This, then, is the empirical equation that was used to define a mixing factor Em based on the variation in

local mixture ratio. This factor may be used to evaluate and compare sprays of differing configurations

produced under different conditions.

It should be noted that the root-mean-square method was avoided since it tends to accentuate the

larger differences which in this experiment were the most inaccurate.

VIII. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

The mass distribution and mixing factor of various sprays have been evaluated in order to assess
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the relative importance of stream dynamics and configuration. In puneral, whenever possible, each

important vsiable was investigated independently. When such investigation was not possible, an

attempt was made to establish significant trends for a given configuration and to verify such trends

for other configurations with a witilumo amount of data as changes were made.

T more important parameters investigated include momentum stir', impingement angle, area

scale, and area ratio. A cursory investigation of the influence of fluid physical properties, iwpingement

distance, and energy available for mixing wus also complcted. With the exception of the data on misci-

bility and one point obtained with kerosene, all of the data were obtained with carbon tetrachloride and

water as the sprayed fluids.

A. Mass Distribution

It is impractical to reproduce here the large number of histograms that represent the variation in

mass distribution obtained with various configurations. However, certain general characteristics were

evolved that provide considerable assistance in defining the distribution at least in a qualitative manner.

It must be remembered that the following statements can apply only to sprays produced by streams having

symmetrical and similar free-stream velocity profiles.

Figure 5 shows the elliptical cross section that is invariably obtained for a pair of streams having

equal momenta and equal effective impingement areas. The change in distribution occurring for any one

radial arm may be followed by starting with the right half of the upper photographs for 0 - 0P and continuing

similarly through 0 - 759. From this curve return to the right half of the lower photograph for 0 - 0 and

again through the series to 0 - 75- . Similarly the C ari and then the D arm of the collector may be

followed through the six positions.

The total-distribution curve obtained along any great circle of the sampling surface when projected

to a plane surface approaches a Gaussian distribution, which is symmetrical about the spray axis. A dis-

tinction between total distribution and that attained by a single component is necessary since it can be

seen that along the minor axis and in varying degrees for other positions (exclusive of 0 = 0o) this

statement does not apply to a single component. In all cases, regardless of configuration, operating

conditions, or fluid properties, this maldistribution of each component in the plane of the stream center

linco was obtained and invariably represented penetration of one stream through the other. Although the

quantity of fluid involved was small and therefore led to possible inaccuracies in the evaluation of local

mixture ratio, it was found that a continuous variation of r from 1.0 to 0 existed across the B-D axis with

the nominal value occurring along the resultant momentum line. Thus at no time was it poshible to attain

the optimum. The hypothesis states that optimum mixing will occur at an impingement angle of 1800;

however, the limitations of the 6quipment did ntt allow an investigation of this configuration. 'No really

satisfactory explanation of the penetration phenomenon has been suggested; therefore it must be ignored

for the present. Since the process -as consistent and reproducible, it can be assumed to be characteristic
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of stream impingement and therefore in itself has no appreciable influence upon the results obtained

in this investigation. In contrast to the penetration phenomenon it should also be noted that, for

sprays produced by streamta of equal momentum and area ratio, the local mixture ratio along the

major axis was nearly constant and equal to the nominal value. In actual experiments this condition

was not attained exactly, but the trend was consistent, and the variation in mixture ratio was small

enough to allow the assumption that such would be the case for truly ideal streams.

h1e most nignificant change in mass distribution was obtained as momentum ratio was varied.

Although Figure 15 includes the photographs for 0 - 0' only, it can be seen that the maximum local

mass rate shifts along the R-D axis in the direction of the high-momentum stream. As this shift takes

place, the spray cross section assumes a kidney shape that is symmetrical about the B-D axis only.

A similar distribution change occurs as the area ratio departs from 1.0 because of the misimpingement

of portions of the larger stream. The limits of the effect of nonsimilar effective area ratios can be

visualized when a stream the size of a pencil lead impinges upon a second strean 1 inch in diameter

with the same total momentum. The small high-energy stream serves as a splitter for the large stream

emerging nearly undisturbed from the impingement process. Increasing the momentum of the large stream

is perhaps helpful up to the point where that portion of the large stream that is effective in the collision

process has momentum equal to the small stream. However, the total momentum of the large steam is

very large at this point; thus the possibility of equal momentum exchange is excluded.

The change in spatial distribution produced by varying the impingement angle a is illustrated

in Figure 16. Again only the samples for 0 = 0 are included. As might be expected, the included angle

of the spray along both major and minor axes increases as impingement angle increases. More important,

however, is the fact that the distribution retains the characteristic Gaussian shape. It may be noted

that the collector was inadequate for the higher impingement angles, necessitating some extrapolation

of the curves to the spray limits at or near the major axis. For this reason the bulk of the data on other

variables was obtained with an impingement angle of 600. In interpreting data of this type it is necessary

to remember that these histograms show local mass rates on a spherical sampling surface. There is a

tendency to disregard (1) the effect of projecting the distribution curve to a plane as accomplished by

the collector and (2) the relatively large total mass represented by the outer tubes.

By generalizing considerably on the data obtained, it is possihle to make at lcant two statements

that may assist in utilizing the information in a practical application (obviously such generalities must

always be considered as inferior to and in lieu of more quantitative, discrete inforn'ation):

1. For a pair of impinging streams wherein the total momentum ratio is 1 and the

configuration is such that equal portions of the momnentum available for mixing ;J
is dissipated in the impingement process, the mass distibuiion along any great

cirCe of the sphere having its center at the impingement point and passing
through the resultant momentum line may be defined by a Gaussian equation.
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2. Penetration of the fluid of one stream by the other iR a characteristic

phenomenon and is amplified by inefficient impingement configurations

because of unequal momenta and/or unequal effective impingement areas.

Under these conditions the spray cross sections obtained are distorted and

nonsym.netrical.

8. Variation in Mixture Ratio

The variation of local mixture ratio was evaluated by the determination of Em over significant

ranges of six distinct variables: (1) momentum ratio M1/M 2 ; (2) impingement angle a; (3) area scale

Ai/A1; (4) area ratio A 1/A 2 ; (5) impingement length L; and (6) fluid physical properties. The parameters

that serve to identify the geometrical configuration of the spray and conditions of operation are included.

in Figure 1 and Table I1. A typical set of data, determined for one sample and including the necessary

calculated data, is shown in Table VI. A detailed summary of the results obtained is also presented in

Table III.

The consistency of the data and probable variation due to experimental difficulties are indicated

in Table VII, where data for six different series of samples are summarized. The first three values were

obta-ined with the same set of orifices at different times but under as nearly identical operating conditions

as possible. The last three values were obtained with similar operating conditions bnt with a different set

of orifices and various relative configurations of one orifice to the other. In general, the agreement is

considered quite good even though in one case the deviation represents nearly 2.5 per cent of the average.

As can be noted in Table III, similar checks have been made for other configurations.

1. El vs M1 /M 2 . Using a particular pair of orifices, i.e., 1OE-T and 1OF-T (Cf. Table II), an

impingement angle of 600, an impingement leagth of 0.5 inch, and a reference pressure drop of 100 psi, Er.

was determined for values of M1/M2 varying from 0.4 to 1.67. These data are plotted as the.solid curve in

Figure 17, and it is seen that the maximum value of E_ (hence optimum value) occurs very near /Mr -

1.0. By definition Em must approach zero as a lower limit as the momentum ratio approaches either zero or

infinity, this fact producing the skewed curve shown. By plotting the reciprocal of the momentum ratio

(symbol x in Fig. 17) it is seen to be immaterial which way the ratio is written, as the same basic curve
iii retained. A normalized veiziou of this curve plotted as a function of 1/A1 + 0/I/M2)] shown (the dashed

line in Fig. 17) the symmetry of the effect about the optimum value 0.5 (when M1/M 2 - 1.0) and also points
to the practical implication that liquid-phase mixing is relatively insensitive to momentum ratio at or near

a momentum ratio of 1.0. Contrarily any injection system becomes progressively dependent at an increasing

rate on other mixing mechanisms as the momentum ratio approaches either limit.

2. Em vs a. The influence of impingement angle on EM was also determined with orifices
1OE-T and 1OF-T. The range of impingement angles available with the impinging-jet assembly was not as

4large as might be desired but included most of the values encountered in the usual rocket design. Figure 18
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shows the variation of Er with a for two different momentum r'tios, i.e., Mll / 2 = 1.0 and 0.6.

Within the range and scatter of the data a suitable correlation can be obtained with straight lines,

* indicating that better mixing is obtained at lower impingement angles and that regardless of

impingement angle better mixing is obtained for a momentum ratio of 1.0. A combustion correlation

showing increasing performance for a decreasing from 90 to 45' was obtained by Aerojet (Cf. Ref. 18)

for a range of a from 45 to 120° . In addition, Aerojet showed, by extending the range through 120',

that minimum performance was obtained for a = 900. (In this report CL is equivalent to y as used by

Aerojet.) Unfortunately the data obtained from the teats reported herein cannot substantiutu thio fuut

or refute it. In this case it must be assumed that mixing is dependent not only on the momentum (or

kinetic energy) available for mixing but also on the time required for penetration. Obviously from a

strict geometrical viewpoint penetration time approaches a minimum for a - 90', increasing as a

changes in either direction.,Considering also the fact that the mixing factor must approach zero as

the impingement angle approaches zero, there must be a maximum value between 45 and 0' that would

also be an optimum value and may or may not be secondary to the hypothesized optimum occurring at

a = 180". Since the slope of the curve obtained is rather low, the benefit to be expected is rather small

and therefore did not appear to justify the additional experiment necessary to define this optimum.

It should be noted that the values of E. obtained for a of 70 and 800 are probably in error to

some extent because of the fact that a portion of the spray was not sampled [Cf. Fig. 16 and the M Cw)/tF'

column of Table III]. The missing portion consists of the outer ends of the elliptical section wherever the

spray-cone angle exceeded 100', the maximum intercept angle of the collector. Since this portion of the

spray is along the major axis and is normally at or near the nominal value, Em as calculated would be

somewhat low. In order to eliminate the possibility of this effect appearing in other data and yet to obtain

the maximum permissible spray cross section, an impingement angle of 600 was used for evaluating other

parameters.

3. Em vs impingement distance. If it is assumed that the streams retain a cylindrical cross

section from the orifice exit to the impingement point and that dynamic conditions are not changed over

this distance, there appears to be no logical reason why the impingement distance (distance from orifice

Lo impingement point) should, in itself, have any influence on liquid-phase mixing. Three different

impingement lengths of 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 inch produced Em values of 74.87, 75.45 (average of six

series), and 73.91, respectively, to substantiate this statement for the condition where Sf1/4 2 - A /A -

1.0. In all other configurations the impingement distance was fixed at 0.5 inch.

4. Em vs area scale. A determination of the effect of the scale of orifice area on liuid-phase

mixing was prerequisite to the investigation of the effect of diameter ratio.

Four pairs of orifices (three in addition to the pnir used to obtain the data on momentum ratio,

impingement angle, and impingement length) were used for this portion of the investigation to cover a

range of areas from 1.258 x 10- 3 sq in. through 4.84 x 10 sq in. Based on the area of the smallest

orifice of the series, these orifices provide area-scale factors of 1.0, 1.75, 2.50, and 3.75. In all easer
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the orifices were provided with monotonic entries, a turbulence-inducing roughened surface for

approximately 5 diameters from the entry end, and a total length of about 22 orifice diamueters. The

fabrication details are summarized in Table I.

Before attempting to evaluate the liquid-phase mixing, the spatial distribution of the spray

formed with each pair of orifices was utilized to indicate the symmetry and similarity of the dynamic

characteristics of the two streams at the point of impact. For this purpose, water was used in both

streams, and it wan aocumcd that the mass distribution of the liquid in the spray must attain a near

Gaussian distribution along both axes of the- elliptical cross section. Furthermore, since it was

intended that the streams should by symmetrical, it was required that this same distribution be

retained for any relative position of the two streams. Thus the spatial distribution of the spray was

determined for an initial reference position, and subsequent samples were obtained for different

radial positions of each complete barrel assembly; when necessary, the surface roughness of the

orifices was adjusted until all samples of such a series were nearly identical. After the symmetry

and similarity of the free-stream dynamics were thus established, samples were obtained with carbon

tetrachloride and water in order to evaluate the liquid-phase mixing.

The mixing factor was determined for each pair of orifices for three momentum ratios at an

impingement angle of 60' and for three impingement angles at a momentum ratio of 1.0. The data are

plotted as a function of an area-scale factor in Figure 19. Although the limits are not nefined and the

changes in mixing factor are small compared with area changes, the nearly linear trend toward higher

mixing factors with orifice area is apparent and cannot be ignored for the case where the momentum

ratio is near 1.0. In the ease of the data for momentum ratios of 0.6 and 1.67, the scatter of the data

is larger than the change due to a possible trend, and a best fit may be obtained by drawing a single

straight line of zero slope for both sets of data.

The fact that a scale effect was obtained not only complicates the analysis of aien-ratio data

but is also quite difficult to explain. One might suggest that the available energy is utilized in a more
efficient manner as the stream diameter increases or that the increase in kinetic energy available for

mixing and/or the increase in Reynolds number influences both scale and magnitude of stream turbulence

so as to increuse mixing. However, neither possibility can be verified until more suitable experimental

techniques are available. There in also the possibility that the experimental data are in error, but in

view of the similarity in slope for the curves obtained at three different impingement angles and die

consistency of these data with those obtained on impingement angle and momentum ratio, the possibility

seems rather remote. At this writing it can only be concluded that, for otherwise optimum conditions, a

scale effect exists and over the range investigated is evaluated by the data presented in Figure 19.

5. Emvs area raio. As has already been pointed out (Cf. Section 1I), the cross-sectional

area of the stream has significance only to the extent that it might determine that portion of the stream

which is effective in the impingement process. In the case of a single pair of streams of circular cross

section, this effective area must be directly proportional to the stream cross section; thus within these

Pe
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restrictions a cowielatiou with a relatively simple criterion is permissible.

Combining individual orifices of different sizes from the same four pairs of orifices which

were used to evaluate the effect of area scale resulted in area ratios varying from 0.261 through 1.690

in eight oteps. -Data were obtained on each pair for "we conditions where M11M 2 - 1.0 and a - 60.

Although this procedure required the combination of orifices of appreciably different scale, the order

of magnitude of the previously determined scale effect could hardly account for the scatter and incon-

sistency of the data shown in Figure 20, where E,. is plotted ams Anction of area ratio. Since it had

already been demonstrated (Cf. Table VII) that the experimental technique was considerably better than

these data might indicate, it was necessary to conclude that some unaccounted-for variable was exerting

a relatively large effect upon the results. Extension of the data to cover a range of momentum ratios for

two specific area ratios, i.e., A1/A 2 - 0.671 and 0.439, produced the family of curves shown in Figure 21.

In the case of the curve for A1412 - 0.439, where only three experimental points in addition to the origin

are available, some doubt must remain as to the exact position of the curve. However, in order to be con-

sistent with the other data this curve must take the approximate shape as shown, and in any case consid-

erable flexibility is allowable without materially affecting the remainder of this discussion. Aside from

this discrepancy the curves are well established with very little scatter of the experimental points. This

factor is important because it shows that consistent data can be obtained as long as a single pair of

orifices is used, thereby substantiating the accuracy of the technique. At the same time the data point

out at least two possible anomalies in so far as the first hypothesis is concerned. It may be noted that

the maximum value of Ein (and hence point of best mixing) occurs for momentum ratios less than 1.0 as the

area ratio becomes smaller than 1.0. It is also seen that this shift in the maximum point for a given area

ratio is accompanied by an increase in the value of Em. Considering the maxima for all area ratios, an

over-all maximum point apparently occurs in the region where AI/A 2 2 0.7 and M1/M 2 -0.81.

Although perfectly suitable explanations c! these characteristics have not been devised, it is

possible to indicate certain mechanisms that could conceivably produce the observed effects. it I-

fairly simple to rationalize the change in momentum ratio required to produce the maximum value of Em

for area ratios not equal to 1.0 if it is assumed that momentum reio is actually the controlling factor.

Since the area ratios are not the same, a portion of the larger stream is eliminated from the impingement

process; therefore the best mixing should occur when the effective portion of the larger stream (i.e., the

porion entering into the impingement process) has momentum equal to the total momentum of the smaller

stream. Thus, as area ratio decreases, the total momentum ratio for heat mixing -wia "eecre.ez. t i

quite likely that the effective impingement area varies with momentum ratio; therefore the effect is not

linear.

Another apparent anomaly is considerably more difficult to explain; though the mechanism is not

entirely clear, it appears to be due to the influence of the kinetic energy available for mixing. Therefore

the original assumption wherein the velocity term was taken to be relatively unimportant is not valid.

The velocity in itself may have significance since it defines the mean velocity differential that may
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exist between the two liquids; indirectly its association with Reynolds number may be indicative

of the scale and level of turbulence attained in the stream, which in turn may influence mixing.

It seems more likely, however, that a more direct correlation may be obtained if velocity is combined

with momentum to give kinetic energy. It should be pointed out that experimental evidence does not

indicate that kinetic energy can be used to supplant a momentum correlation since momentum is all
important in controlling the impingement process and therefore the mass distribution. It appears more

likely that kinetic energy may be used to correlate an effect on mixing that is due primarily to a

change in the level or quantity of energy available.

Unfortunately, at least in the light of hindsight, the course of the experiment did not allow

for possible changes in kinetic energy. However, calculating the energy available for mixing (defined

as the component of the total kinetic energy of a stream that is perpendicular to the resultant momentum
line and in the plane of the stream center lines), as was attained by each experimental configuration,

yields the family of curves shown in Figure 22. The kinetic-energy term represents the numerical sum

of the two components perpendicular to the resultant momentum line referred to the total kinetic energy

of a water stream produced by a 0.052-inch-diameter orifice at 100-psi pressure drop. Thus

ivlV2 sin( a~ - y)- 2 sin( +- +

MV2 of reference stream

Since the kinetic energy as just defined is based on mass rate, it is a specific quantity, having the units

ft-lh/sec.

The three curves of Figure 21 have been reproduced in Figure 22, and the kinetic energy available

for mixing has been superimposed in order to illustrate the similarity in trend. Obviously the correlation

is noteimple and is implied rather than proved; it is clear, however, that the increase in kinetic energy
available for mixing could have produced the observed effect. It is also seen that the effects of area ratio

and momentum ratio become relatively large as their departure from 1.0 increases.

It is interesting to note that, if the change in area ratio had been obtained by decreasing the area

of the water orifice (subscript 1) instead of increasing the area of the carbon tetrachloride orifice (sub.

script 2), these effects could very well have gone unnoticed. If the implications of the results are extended

to wits auoad situation, it io vcn that a contimuoua!y ,m ,e n.-g -. for EM P- -

would undoubtedly have been attributed to the change in area ratio alone.

Since it appears possible to isolate the effect of kinetic energy merely by varying jet velocity in

an otherwise identical configuration (neglecting the possible influence of stream turbulence), a small

quantity of data was obtained with this end in view by varying operating pressure drop and liquid pro-

perties. Figure 23 summarizcs those data in a plot of E. vs X(KE)., which covers a range of pressure

drop from 25 through 200 psi with the system CCI 4 and H20 and included mixing factors for the system
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water-kerosene at a pressure drop of 100 psi. Although the system water-water is not strictly

similar since it includes the effect of miscibility, one point obtained with this system at 100 psi

is also included. In all of these tests momentum ratio and area ratio were fixed at 1.0. It is seen

that, even though experimental errors appear to be inconsistently large, the trend of increased

mixing with increased available energy is unmistakable. This trend serves to verify the supposed

influences of kinetic energy on the data for area ratio (Cf. Fig. 21) and perhaps olso indicates one

explanation for increased mixing with increasing area scale (Cf.. Fig. 19).

The discrepancies between hypothesis and experiment introducod by the datu for area acale

and area ratio are certainly real and therefore cannot be ignored. However, it was believed that refine-

ment of this investigation to the point where a more rigorous correlation between mixing and stream

dynamics is obtained could not be warranted at this time. It would appear necensary to establish the

influence of liquid-phase mixing and mass distribution on combustion phenomena before attempting

to improve these data. It should also be pointed out that it has been proved a number of times within

this investigation (Cf. Figs. 18 through 20) that the detrimental influence of momentum ratios and

impingement area become overpowering as either or both of these quantities attain values beyond

the approximate limits of 0.6 and 1.67; therefore the exact correlation of the secondary parameters

has limited application without affecting the general conclusions.

C. Physical Properties of Liquids

The physical properties of liquids that could conceivably influence liquid-phase mixing include

density, viscosity, surface tension, and, when two liquids must be considered simultaneously, miscibility.

Density is important because of its influence on stream dynamics and therefore is incorporated in a

correlation with momentum or kinetic energy. For most practical applications where dynamic forces of a

stream are very large in comparison with surface phenomena, the surface-tension effects can be ignored.

Viscosity probably has its most pronounced effect in the portion of the mixing process that is accomplished

by turbulent diffusion and/or mass transfer. Since the bulk of the data indicated that these effects were

small for the range of these variables encountered, no attempt was made to obtain complete correlations.
However, one determination of Em for M1/P 2  A 1/A 2 - 1.0 when a - 600 was completed using the system

water-kerosene where density ratio was 0.8 and the absolute viscosity ratio was 1.9 (kerosene to water),

compared with 1.6 and 1.0, respectively, for the system carbon tetrachloride and water. As was seen in

Figure 24, the slight change noted in E. could be entirely accounted for by the change in kinetic energy.

In view of the lack of knowledge concerning the mechanism that determines miscibility, in

particular with respect to rate and proportion (Cf. Ref. 1), and the difficulty in separating mixing of

miscible liquids from emulsification of immiscible liquids (a matter of scale only), no attempt was made r

to obtain a discrete evaluation of the influence of miscibility an such on the mixing process. On the

other hand, curiosity and the possibility of major Pffects led to a three-point determination of Em using
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the mystem water-dyed water. The mixing factor was determined for three values of momentum ratio,

i.e., 0.6, 1.0 and 1.67, with an area ratio of 1.0 and impingement angle of 600.

In general, the technique used to obtain data on miscible liquids is similar to the method

already described (Cf. Section V) for investigating immiscible liquids. However, it is obvious that

the evaluation of local mixture ratio must be accomplished in a different manner. The analysis of
any one of a number of physical properties of a mixed sample of two suitable liquids would yield

similar results (for instance, density, viavuaiLy, suiace tnnion, uct;ixy, etc.), !-t .nr preent

purposes a photometric technique was chosen wherein one component contained a known concen-

tration of water-soluble nigrosine dye and the other remained clear. Thus by determining the dye

concentration of a mixed sample it was possible to determine the local mixture ratio. This method

had considerable preference since the photometric analysis could be completed while the sample

remained in the collector, thereby eliminating the handling problem.

The apparatus shown in Figure 24 is essentially a simple deusitomoter. The maximum

allowable dye concentration, which was determined by the photocell sensitivity and maximum lamp

intensity, was somewhat less then 0.1 per cent by weight. Since it was not expected that the maxi-

mum concentrstion would appear in any actual sample, a concentration of 0.1 per cent was used for

one component of the sprays. In order to obtain sufficient accuracy (errors of the order of ±1%) it

was necessary to be able to evaluate dye concentrations to less than ±0.001 per cent. This sensitivity

was obtained by adjusting the photocell to provide a 2-millivolt recorder input for each 0.001 per cent

change in dye concentration. The effective range of the photocell was then extended at this same

sensitivity by varying the lamp supply voltage in stepwise increments. Judicious use of a neutral-

density light filter (6.4% transmission) served to double the range again. A family of calibration

curves was then obtained that provided a means of determining the dye concentration of any unknown

mixture of water and dyed water (between the limits of zero and 0.1%). With this information the local

mixture ratio r could be determined since

BeJ
rm 1 B-

In all cases it was necessary to add a diluent to a portion of the sample in order to obtain a

sufficiuut quantity of liquid for analysis. In addition to the concentration determination of the ailuted

sample, It was necessary to know the quantity of namplc and the Vantity of diluent. These data were

determined from photographs taken before and after diluting. The photograph before diluting was also

employed to determine the local flow rates used to weight the values of local mixture ratio. With these

data the local mixture ratio was obtained from the expression

B3a B +1)
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This equation is actually a simplified form of

B,-Wd B
Bs ~ (B -Bd) + Bm

The data obtained with this system are summarized in Table VIII, and it may be seen that,

even after allowing for a slight increase in available kinetic energy, the "alue of En. for M1/A1 2  1 .0

is higher by nearly 10 per cent than a comparable value ohtained with immiscible ]iquid.. Although

this increase could be attributed to the effect of miscibility, it is dangerous to make conclusive

statements on the strength of these three points. It can be said, however, that the effect shown is

certainly in the proper direction, and it is interesting to note that once again the influence of a

secondary parameter does not alter the characteristic effect of changing momentum ratio.

IX. UIQUID-PHASE MIXING AND INJECTOR DESIGN

A rigorous application of the results of this investigation to the design of rocket-motor

injectors is dependent upon prior knowledge of the requirements of an optimum combus-tion configur-

ation. Of particular significance are the specification and deteiuinjation of certain prereaction con-

ditions that include mass distribution and variation in local mixture ratio. Unfortunately such infor-

mation is not yet available. However, if the basic assumption is made that optimum injection is

irrevocably associated with mass distribution and local mixture ratio, then methods for predicting

and controlling these two basic parameters provide in part a sound and logical basis for injector

design. This, of course, was t' primary objective of this investigation.

In order to apply the results obtained, it is necessary to impose several conditiono and to

make several other assumptions which can be verified only by combustion experience:

1. The data are restricted in the sense that they can apply to impinging-stream

injectors only. This condition does not necessarily exclude splash-plate

and/or defle,.tor-plate injectors.

2. Although the mass-distribution data may apply to monopropellant injectors

using impinging streams, the mont fruitful application is in the field of

biliquid injection.

3. It is imperative that the streams used in the impingement process have known

and controllable dynamic characteristics, i.e., similar and symmetrical velocity .....

profiles in a stable free 5tream.

4. It must be assumed that the essential characteristics of a spray produced with
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nonreactive liquids in a relatively quiescent system are also produced in

a combustion chamber with reacting liquids. Thic assumption becomes

reasonable since mixing lengths of a few stream d.ameters usually represent

mixing times of 1 millisec or less.

5. Optimum combustion occurs for uniform local mixture ratio.

6. The mass distribution can be controlled either by suitable arrangement of

multiple sprays or by combustion-chamber configuration.

7. The momentum ratio (total for each propellant) must be equal to 1.0, and the

effective impingement areas must be equal to 1.0. (For cylindrical streams,

cross-sectional areas are assumed to be significant.)

8. Secondary effects due to impingement angle, area scale, and energy levels can

be ignored in lieu of obtaining suitable mass distribution and operating conditions

at least until gross effects have been evaluated from the combustion viewpoint.

It can thus be seen that the physical configuration of any injector must he determined by two

prerequisites, i.e., MI/ 2  1.0 and A l/A 2 - 1.0, and by the chemical properties of a specific pro-

pellant combination. The import of the implications of this last statement becomes apparent only when

it is realized that with most propellant systems it is impossible to satisfy all of the necessary conditions

using a single pair of cylindrical impinging streams.

For example, if an optimum injector is needed for the acid-aniline propellant system to operate

at a mixture ratio r'= 4.0, the following equations must be satisfied:

?2 P2 V2

. -_ (2)
ry /2 4

AIl W1 82V 2 - ix (3)
A2  V/281V I

From Equations (1) and (2) it is seen that VI/V2 must equal 4.0; in order to satisfy Equation (3), however,

if 82/(Sl is taken as 1.5, then V1,/V2 must equal 1.5/4, or 0.375, obviously an impossible eituation. The -.

degree of incompatibility is indicated by the very large discrepancy between the two velocity ratios, i.e.,

a fautor of nearly ten times, and is used here to illustrate one important fact: The usual impinging-stream

injector is designed as a matter of convenience to conform to a 1:1 impinging stream operating at some
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usually not too well-defined injector pressure drop and whatever orifice area is required to produce

a predetermined mixture ratio- As far as mixing and distribution are concerned, such injectors

cannot be expected to have any similarity to optimum design.

Fortunately the situation is not as hopeless as is indicated since there appear to be at least

two approaches to a suitable solution of the problem. These approaches are in addition to the one that

assumes a large number of available fuel-oxidizer combinations having very large ranges of specific

g-aVitie and hence mixture ratios which would provide means of using a 1:1 imingiun strie ae an

optimum configuration. In the practical case this condition seldom exists (L0 2-ammonia being a

notable exception), and it is necessary to revert to a more earthy solution. The problem as just

outlined is admittedly one of the more difficult though by no means uncommon because oi the fact

that density ratio is relatively small and that the required mixture ratio is quite large.

The first type of solution consists of a compromise wherein momentum ratio and area ratio

are adjusted as necessary to satisfy the equations and yet stay as near as possible to the optimum

values of 1.0. It is also possible that mixture ratio could be adjusted without appreciable sacrifice.

If Equations (1) and (3) are combined it is found that

MA1  ( 12 82 (4)M2 A2 VT/ 81

Substituting values of this problem leads to the conclusion that the product of M1/M2 and A l/A 2 must

be 0.094 and that, if they Pre equal, they would have values of the order of 0.3. Reference to the data

of Figures 20 and 21 shows that this combination results in an extremely poor configuration. Reducing

the design mixture ratio to 3.0 would help considerably since ( 1/M2)(A1 /A 2) could be of the order of

0.4, but even this condition is far from the optimum.

The alternative solution is considerably more versatile and probably more effective but has

the disadvantage that it requires some extrapolation of the available data. In essence this method takes

advantage of the fact that the area ratio inv Ived in the study is the effective impingement area; it is

recalled that the cross-sectional area of the stream has significance only for a pair of streams of

cylindrical section. Thus in pructice it may be possible to use multiple streams of one component

impinging on a single stream of the second component or to use streams of nonsymmetrical and

nonsimilar cross section. Using the first scheme and returning again to the injector problem with the

equation

M , A 1 ( 2 82 (5)

M2 NA kr)a

where A' is the area of one of N holes, it is found that N must be 9+ for M/M 2 = 1.0 and r' 4.0, or
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if M1 M2 - 0.7 and rt - . (, thnn N-4. In order to llow the indicated extrapolation, it must be

assumed that the effective momentum interchange between each stream of the multiple array and

some segment of the single stream is equal. Obviously the use of circular streams in symmetrical

arrangement can only approximate this condition, and it is extremely doubtful that the extrapolation

could be carried far enough to justify the use of a 9:1 configuration. However, as can be seen from

the accompanying sketch, the use of 4:1 does not appear unreasonable, If each quarter segment of

the central fuel stream is considered to act separately, it is seen that the condition of equal area

ratio and of equal momentum for each of four pairs of streams has been approximated. It should be

remembered that for this propellant system this is at best a fair approximation to conditions for

optimum mixing but even so is a far cry from the usual rocket-motor injector. It should also be

pointed out that a last calculation (from Eq. 3) shows that the pressure-drop ratio required to attain

these conditions is the reciprocal of the area ratio, or in this case 4.0.

The possible configurations of injector designs uuing noncylindrical stretion are riamiry

unlimited and therefore are not discussed here except to point out that there is no reason to believe

that the conclusions presented are not directly applicable to such streams and that this approach to

the design of injectors for propellant systems operating at high mixture ratio appears to be the most

promising.

It is not intended to imply that liquid-phase mixing and mass distribution are the only factors

controlling rocket-motor performance or that adequate control and specification of these characteristics

will be a cure-all for most rocket problems. However, the consistency with which most combustion

phenomena are associated with the injector and its components is certainly itidicative of the importance

of injection phenomena as such. Thus it may be concluded that control and correlation of injection
processes are prerequisite to understanding the subsequent combustion phenomena. It is hoped that

the information presented herein will provide a small part of the necessary information. i
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X. SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

A technique for evaluating the liquid-phase mixing of a pair of impinging streams has been

devised, and a numbet uA controlling parameters hdve been investigated.

In general, it has been shown that the mixing and distribution attained in the spray from a

pair of impinging streams having good dynamic characteristics may be optimized in any configuration

by uuntzulling dynamic characteristics but that ideal mixing can be attained with only one particular

arrangement. The optimum configuration is approached under the following conditions:

1. The total momentum ratio approaches unity.

2. The effective impingement area ratio approaches unity.

3. The impingement angle is approximately 450. (The experiments indicated only

that mixing improved as impingement angle decreased from 90 to 45'.)

4. The kinetic energy available for mixing approaches a maximum when referred

to any predetermined fixed level.

5. The influence of absolute size of the effective impingement area is small but

shows an increasing trend as scale increases.

6. The effect of impingement length as such is negligible.

7. Aside from an effect on the hydraulic characteristics of the orifices due to

changes in Reynolds number, changes in fluid properties influence mixing only

to the extent of the change in stream dynamics.

8. The variation nf local mass rate across any great circle of the spherical surface

about the impingement point for a pair of streams of optimum configuration may
be defined by a near Gaussian distribution. The cross section of a dynamically

balanced spray has an elliptical boundary in the plane perpendicular to the

resultant momentum line. Within limits the length of the major axis of the ellipse

which is aligned perpendicular to the plane of the stream center lines is a

function of impingement angle.

9. The dynamic characteristics of the free streams have marked influence on stream

stability, on spatial distribution, and, to some extent, on liquid-phase mixing.

Stream dynamics are controlled by upstream conditions, orifice Reynolds number,

and orifice design; the data available indicated that optimum stream pairs require

symmetrical, similar (only in lieu of uniform), and stable free-stream velocity
profiles.

II
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10. From the limited data available it might be concluded that miscibility is an

aid to mixing but does not alter the characteristic effect of varying momentum

ratio.

ii. The data obtained provide in part a logical basis for rocket-motor injector

design.
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TABLE I

NOMENCLATURE

a = major semi-axis of orifice entry contour.

A = orifice area (sq in.); subscript I refers t) a water system, and subscript 2 to a system using

an immiscible liquid.
Ids - portion of a spherical surface rapiesented by a sumplo.

rig =f cross-seutional area of a sampling tube = 0.0227 sq in.

b = minor semi-axis of orifice entry contour.

Bd = concentration of dye in diluent (wt %).

B. - dye concentration of a diluted mixture (wt %).

Bs = dye concentration of a mixed sample (wt %).

C - area correction factor - As/A±.

D = orifice diameter.

Em mixing factor.

g = gravitational constant = 32.2 ft/sec2 .

h = column height (in.).

K- dye concentration in one component ....

KE = kinetic energy per sec (lb) = i MV 2/2 - WV2 /2g.

L impingement distance.

L'- orifice length.

L"- length of roughened orifice section.

M = momentum per sec = (W /g)V.

n - number of samples with r < R.

n number of samples with r > R.

n'- total number of points sampled.

AP - pressure drop across orifice.

r - local mixture ratio = w 2/(w 1 + w2 ).

r - local mixture ratio for points where r > R.

r'= 211
R - nominal mixture ratio - W2 /(W1 + W2 ).

t = time (sec).
L = maximum diameter of contour entry.

V - velocity (ft/sec).

w= total local weight flow rate of a spray.

W = total weight flow rate (Ib/sec) or nominal weight flow rate of a spray.

Wd - weight of diluent added to sample (lb).

= - weight of sample (lb).
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TABLE I (Cont'd)

Y - average value of the difference between local mixture ratio and nominal mixture ratio.

Y- weighted average value of ratio of difference netween local mixture ratio and nominal mixture

ratio as a fraction of the nominal value.

Y'- average and weighted value of departus of spray from nominal mixture ratio.

au- impingumniu ungle; total augle Included between strea. center lines.

y - angle between bisector of stream center lines and rcsultant momentum line f spray; taken

to be positive for clockwise rotation of stream bisector.

8- weight density of liquid (lb/cu it).

E roughness factor - radius/magnitude of surface projection.

0 - angle of rotation of collector about the resultant momentum line from an arbitrary reference

position taken as zero when the B-D axis is aligned in the plane of the stream center lines.

Subscripts

1 first component of a spray (simulating a fuel).

2- second component of a spray (simulating an oxidizer).
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TABLE 11
ORIFICE INSERTS USED TO STUDY LIQUID-PHASE iAW~NG

0- A - 1I0 OF "ANINGING STREAMS

ORIFICE Z
DIAMETER CRUHSR ONT OU R E D  ENTRY

/ROUGH SURFACE
General Specifications

For Radial' Contour For Ellipticalb Contour
Oifice Aea Area
Diameter (sq in. Scale 2a/D V Orifice 2/D 2/D U Orifice

(in.) x 104) Factor Identitication Identification
No.c No.'

0.0400 12.56 1.0 5.89 0.275 9
0.0520 21.98 1.75 4.53 0.287 10 9.61 2.40 0.177 1
0.0635 31.40 2.50 3.7i 0.299 11 7.87 1.97 0.183 2
0.0785 47.20 3.75 3.00 0.314 12 6.36 1.59 0.203 3
0.0890 62.80 5.00 5.62 1.41 0.214 4
0.1093 94.30 7.50 4.57 1.14 0.234 5
0.1250 125.6 10.0 4.00 1.00 0.250 6

Test Orifices

Orifice L '/D Ed Roughening L "D
No. (straight) Technique (rough)

2Ae  3.0 unknown machined surface none

9A, 9B 8.0
9E-T, 9F-T, 22.0 6.6 0.0460 by 80.thread tap 6.2
9G-T, 9H-T
IOE-T, 10F-T, 22.0 6.5 No. 0-80 tap 6.0
10G-T, 10J-T
11B 5.0 unknown machined surface none
1IE-T, I1F-T 22.0 6.3 0.0732 by 80-thread tap 3.5
12C-T, 12D-T 22.0 3.4 No. 3-56 tap 3.5
12E-T, 12F-T 22.0 6.5 0.0905 by 80-thread tap 0.14

*Contour i constant for all diameters based on minimum e.,diue of 1.60D for a O.125-in.-diameter orifice.

orifi bContour i constant for all diameters based on an ellpee ,Lwith 2a/D=4.0 and 2b/D= 1.0 for a 0.125-n.-diajeter
cThe number in this column is esaisred to orifices incorporating the associated dimensions.

dSurface-roughuas factor 6 is equal to radius divided by magnitude of surface projection.eLetter following orifice identification number denotes successive orifices having same diameter and entry contour.

4 f Letter T appended to orifice identification number signifies that the surface was roughened by tapping.
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TABLE IV

AREA CORRECTION FACTORS FOR POLAR-SAMPLING AREAS0

WITH 150 INCREMENTS

Tube A //Ai Te IAt
No. No.

-A 8 ~ (C? C) 0 0.360 10 7.93
1 0.722 11 8.92
2 1.45 12 9.99

3 C

4 2.92 14 12.43

5 3.69 15 13.86
6 4.47 16 15.48

7 5.28 17 17.37
8 6.12 18 19.64

X 9 7.00
• -- 4 -'1

Sin this sketch, A. is the sampling area, that portion of the area of a lune which has a dihedral angle

of 150 and ites axis coincident with the spray axis and which is bounded by the intersection of two cylindrical
surfaces, the axes of which are coincident with the spray axis (radius x of center cylinder = 0.125 in., and
radii of successive cylinders z 2 , x3 , etc. increase in !-in. increments). A. = (rr/2)(c 2 -cl) when the radius
of the sphere equals 6 inches.
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TABLE V

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SP~RAYED FLUIDS

Flui Conentrtion at 2C ~SurfaceDye Density ViGcosity Tension
Flui Concentatin at2W Cat 200Cat 2(vC

(wt %)(gm/cc) (centipoises) (ye/m

Dyed wtera 0015 0.98 1.09 72.7

Dyed water' 0.1 0.998 1.009 72.75

Carhon tetrachloride0  none 1.592 0.975 26.8

Kerosene (white)d none 0.810 1.90 28.0

aDye concentration approximate since dye was added for photographic contrast only.

bUsed for tests with miscible liquids.
0 Fro Ref. 19.

dBy JPL analytical laboratory on high-grade coinmercial product by Union Oil Co.
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TABLE VII

EXPERIMENTAL VARIATION a OF Em

Sample No. Orifice No. Date Em Remarks
H20 CCI 4  Taken

72 lihuugh 77 10K-T 1OF-T 4-4-51 75.92 original data taken to studyeffect of A1/M 2

79 through 84 10E-T 10F-T 4-51 76.52 check on original date to estab-
lish experimental duplication

480 through 485 10E-T 10F-T 1-29-52 74.37 check on original data with
duplicate configuration

500 through 505 1OF-T 10J-T 3-5-52 73.61 check on original data with
duplicute set of orifices

494 through 499 1OG-T 10J-T 3-4-52 75.97 same as samples 500 through 505
except that orifice i0J-T was
rotated 900 clockwise

506 through 511 10J-T 1OG-T 3-6-52 76.35 same as samples 500 through 505
except for interchange nf
orifices

Av 75.45

sAe following test conditions were constant for these data: M1/M 2  1.0; A 1/A 2- 1.0; a 600;

AP 1 .. AP2 = 100 psi; D1 - D2 - 0.052 in.; and Cdl Cd - 0,760.

TABLE VIII

VARIATION OF EX. WITH MOMENTUM RATIO FOR MISCIBLE LIQUIDS

41IM 2  AIIl/2  c API  AP 2  Ern
(0) 2E

0.6 1.0 60 60 100 80.09

1.0 1.0 60 100 100 83.47

1.67 1.0 60 100 60 79.18
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STREAM I STREAM 2 -
2-

ii/1/

Mx ,sin (1+ x MX2 -N 2 n( )

Nix, + MX2 ' 0 Y BISECTOR OF ANGLE

INCLUDED BETWEEN STREAM

2 MV.CENTER LINES

2 2 16.~t1  IDEAL-SPRAY RESULTANT
~MOMENTUM LINE BASED ON

U2 ~ TWO-DIMENSIONAL INELASTIC
COLLISION; ALSO VERTICAL

ton LCt 2 'jCENTER LINE OF COLLECTOR

Figure 1. Geometry of Impinging-Stream System

Figure 2. Impinging-jet Assembly
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BARREL
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MOUNTING BLOCK (Ref)
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,, ORIFICE INSERT
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-Figure 3. Barrel Assembly
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Figure 4. Collector Assembly wdiL 6-Inch Radius
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FigKure 6. Injector Spray Bouth
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Figaire 10. Spatial Distribution from Stzrnat with Symmetrical Velocity Profiles
at Various Reynolds Numbers
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Figure 12. Flash Photographs of Frec; Streams Without and With Turbulence GeneratorI
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Figure 13. High-Speed Flash Photographs of Sprays Produced by Incipiently
Turbulent Streams
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Figure 14. High-Speed Flash Photographs of Sprays Produced by Fully Turbulent Streams
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loo00 -
IAVERAGE OF SIX SETS OF SAMPLES

80,
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a =600;, y =O '; A1/A2  1.0
Ref. AP 100 psi X PO FMM

20
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Figure 17. Variation of E. with M I/M 2

/M.01.

E 0
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Figure 18. Variation of E, with a
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SPRAYED LIQUIDS
ORIFICES 9E-T, IOE-T, IIE-T, 12E-T: H20
ORIFICES 9F-T, IOF-T,1l F-T, 12F -T: CC14

A IA .0Oj Ref.- A P M00 psi

M1/M 2 :1.0 f -_
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o a I &
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I LL
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20

_~ Uj W
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Figure 19. Variation of E. with Area Scale
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